Adriamycin loaded pullulan acetate/sulfonamide conjugate nanoparticles responding to tumor pH: pH-dependent cell interaction, internalization and cytotoxicity in vitro.
The cytotoxicity of adriamycin (ADR)-loaded and pH-sensitive nanoparticles made of pullulan acetate (PA) and sulfonamide (sulfadimethoxine; SDM) (PA/SDM) conjugate to a breast tumor cell line (MCF-7) was investigated to test the feasibility of the nanoparticles in targeting acidic tumor extracellular pH (pH(e)). At pH 6.8, ADR loaded PA/SDM nanoparticles showed cytotoxicity in the cell culture experiment, comparable to that of free ADR at the same ADR concentrations, while the relative cytotoxicity at pH 7.4 was low at the tested concentration range. This pronounced cytotoxicity of the nanoparticles at low pH was attributed to the accelerated release of ADR triggered by pH, enhanced interaction with cells, and internalization. At pH 6.8 and 6.4, the PA/SDM nanoparticles aggressively bounded to MCF-7 cells, probably due to interactions of the cells with hydrophobized nanoparticle surfaces caused by SDM deionization. A confocal laser microscopic study revealed intracellular localization of the drug-loaded nanoparticles. Based on these findings, the pH-sensitive nanoparticles deserve further investigation with an in vivo animal model as a targeted carrier of pH(e).